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We report on the two-dimensional (2D) implementation of the
refocused primary electron spin echo envelope modulation
(ESEEM) technique, its theory and experimental application to a
model system and a system of biological interest. This technique is
virtually free of dead time along one time coordinate. The ESEEM
obtained by integration of the 2D time-domain data of the refo-
cused primary ESEEM over one of the time coordinates shows the
intensity of the sum combination harmonics proportional to k2 for
k ! 1 and proportional to k for k ; 1 (k is a usual notation for the
modulation amplitude factor). This feature, in combination with
the adjustment of k by means of variation of the operational
frequency of the spectrometer, was found to be very useful for
detection of protons with distributed hyperfine interaction param-
eters situated close to the electron spin. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: ESE; ESEEM; dead time; sum combination line;
atrix line suppression.

INTRODUCTION

While investigating the structure of biological systems
electron spin echo envelope modulation (ESEEM) spec
copy, one often encounters a situation in which the positio
the protons close to the electron spin are distributed rathe
unique. This structural inhomogeneity leads to a distributio
the hyperfine interactions (hfi) and may well result in a
crease of the intensities of the ESEEM spectral lines b
detection limits. One of the most important reasons for
intensity drop is related to a spectrometer dead time, w
unless special technical measures are undertaken, u
amounts to 100–150 ns. In many cases it does not result i
problem because the damping of the ESEEM harmonics,
in orientationally disordered systems, may be sufficiently
(1). However, in a case of a broad and smooth hfi distribu
the ESEEM harmonics may decay within the dead time
escape detection. The problem is further aggravated
presence of distant matrix protons (e.g., from protein b
bone) that give intense lines obscuring the observation of
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has remained from the desired lines of close protons afte
dead time.

Several direct technical approaches to reduce the spec
eter dead time have been reported (2–6). Also, the suppressio
of unwanted matrix lines can, in principle, be achieved wi
complete isotopic substitution of protons in protein backb
Alternatively, these problems can be addressed using the
time-free pulse sequences (7–9) and employing, e.g., the blin
spots arising in most multipulse techniques to suppres
unwanted ESEEM harmonics. In this work we discuss
example of a zero dead time technique based on refocus
the primary echo signal, which allows one to suppress the
combination line due to distant matrix protons in a diffe
way, utilizing the accentuated nonlinearity of the depend
of the ESEEM amplitude on the hfi. Other examples of u
refocusing of the ESE signal, though related to pulsed elec
nuclear double resonance rather than to the ESEEM, c
found in Refs. (10, 11).

The refocusing of the two-pulse ESE signal was propose
Grupp et al. (12) for reducing the dead time in the prima
ESEEM experiment. In the original work (12), the techniqu
was introduced as one-dimensional (1D) because the refo
ESEEM was implicitly assumed to be same as the usua
mary ESEEM. Here we show that this technique is essen
two-dimensional (2D). We present its theory and impleme
tion, and demonstrate some properties of this technique d
ing it from the primary ESEEM and making it quite usefu
practical applications.

We also found that the refocused primary (RP) ESEEM
many properties in common with the 2D four-pulse ESE
method (9) introduced recently by Van Doorslaer a
Schweiger as a remedy for blind spots appearing in a
dimensional four-pulse ESEEM experiment (13). As we real
ized, both techniques can be used for solving similar probl
and we believed that it is appropriate to discuss their fea
in parallel.

EXPERIMENTAL

To demonstrate the application of the RP ESEEM techn
two kinds of samples have been used. One of them w
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281REFOCUSED PRIMARY ESEEM
glassy toluene solution of 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidiny
(TEMPO) stable free radical obtained from Aldrich. The o
sample contained a Mo(V) center in the high-pH (pH 9.5) f
of sulfite oxidase extracted from chicken liver and prepare
described elsewhere (14).

The experiments have been performed on a home
roadband pulsed EPR spectrometer (15) operating in th
ange of microwave (mw) frequencies from 2 to 8 GHz.
urations of all mw pulses were 20 ns. The measure

emperature was about 20 K.

THEORY

1. Pulse sequence.The pulse sequence for detection of
RP ESE signal consists of three mw pulses (see Fig. 1)
first two pulses separated by time intervalt generate th
primary ESE signal, P12. The third mw pulse is applied at tim
intervalT after the primary ESE signal to refocus it into RP123

that appears at time intervalT after the third pulse. Th
unwanted primary (P13, P23) and stimulated (S123) echoes ar
eliminated by a phase cycling procedure outlined below.
refocused signal can be detected at anyt if T exceeds th
intrinsic spectrometer dead timet d, thus providing virtually
zero dead time along thet coordinate. Since two time variab
are involved, the RP ESEEM represents a 2D spectroscop
can provide useful correlations of nuclear transitions. In
following section we consider these correlations theoreti
in some detail.

2. Theoretical analysis. To explicitly present the featur
of the RP ESE avoiding exceedingly complicated express
let us consider the simplest spin system consisting of inte
ing electron and nuclear spins (S andI , respectively) of12. The
spin Hamiltonian of this system in a laboratory coordin
frame (XYZ) with axisZ being parallel to the direction of th
static magnetic fieldB0 is

FIG. 1. Pulse sequence of the refocused primary ESEEM method. Th
pulses are denoted by the numbers “1,” “2,” and “3.” The primary ESE si
are denoted as “Pij ,” with i and j standing for the numbers of the mw pul
responsible for their formation. The stimulated ESE signal formed by all
pulses is denoted “S123.” The refocused primary ESE signal is denoted “RP123.”

ime intervals between the mw pulses and various ESE signals are sh
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Ĥ 5 gebeB0ŜZ 2 n IÎ Z 1 ~aiso 1 TZZ!ŜZÎ Z

1 TZXŜZÎ X 1 TZYŜZÎ Y, [1]

wherege is the electronicg factor,be is the Bohr magneton,nI 5
gnbnB0 is a nuclear Zeeman frequency (gn is the nuclearg factor
andbn is the nuclear magneton),aiso is an isotropic hfi constan
andTij are the components of the anisotropic hfi tensor.

Applying a density matrix formalism (16), after the usua
rocedure of selecting the desired spin echo signal, we re
btain the expression for the RP ESE,

V~t, T, tuDv! } Im@a1b1b*2
2b 3

2exp~2iDvt!

3 Tr $B t1T
1 M 1A t1T

1 MB t
1M 1A t

1MB t1t
1 M 1A t1t

1 M %] [2]

ak 5 cosSvNktpk

2 D 2 i cosfksinSvNktpk

2 D ;

bk 5 2i sin fksinSvNktpk

2 D
tan fk 5 v1k/Dv; vNk 5 Îv 1k

2 1 Dv 2

M 5 1 Î1 1 Î1 2 k

2 Î1 2 Î1 2 k

2

2Î1 2 Î1 2 k

2 Î1 1 Î1 2 k

2
2 ;

A j 5 1expS i
vaj

2 D 0

0 expS2i
vaj

2 D2
Bj 5 1expS i

vbj

2 D 0

0 expS2i
vbj

2 D2 ,

where v 1k is the amplitude of thekth pulse in angular fre-
uency units,Dv is a frequency offset from resonance, andt is

a spin echo coordinate (t 5 0 corresponds to the time interv
T after the third pulse). The nuclear transition frequen
va 5 2pna andvb 5 2pnb at a andb electron spin manifold
respectively, are given by

na 5 ÎTZX
2 1 TZY

2

4
1 Sn I 2

aiso 1 TZZ

2 D 2

;

nb 5 ÎTZX
2 1 TZY

2

4
1 Sn I 1

aiso 1 TZZ

2 D 2

. [3]

The modulation amplitude factork is

k 5 n I
2~TZX

2 1 TZY
2 !/~nanb! 2. [4]
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282 ASTASHKIN AND RAITSIMRING
Equation [2] is factorized into a product of two terms. T
term outside the trace sign gives the shape of the ESE sig
determined by the mw pulse parameters and reproduce
expression derived in Ref. (17). The term under the trace si

escribes the ESEEM. Though Eq. [2] already represen
nalytical solution for the RP ESEEM and may be use
umerical simulations, a more convenient expression ca
erived after calculation of Im[. . .] att 5 0,

V~t, T! } 1 2
k

4 H 3 2 ca 2 cb 2 ca9 2 cb9 2 ca1a9

2 cb1b9 1
1 1 Î1 2 k

2
~cd 1 cd9 2 ca1b9

2 cb1a9 1 ca1s9 1 cs1a9 1 cb1s9

1 cs1b9 2 cs1s9) 1
1 2 Î1 2 k

2

3 ~cs 1 cs9 2 ca2b9 2 cb2a9 1 ca1d9

1 cd1a9 1 cb2d9 1 cd2b9 2 cd1d9!J , [5]

where, due to a large number of harmonics, a brief notati
used with the characters “c” standing for cosine functions. Th
subscriptsa, b, s, d, a9, b9, s9, andd9 denote the argumen

f the cosines 2pnat, 2pnbt, 2pnst, 2pndt, 2pn aT, 2pn bT,
2pn sT, and 2pn dT, respectively.ns 5 na 1 nb andnd 5 na 2
nb are the sum and difference combination frequencies.

Equation [5] describes the oscillations of the RP ESE s
with nuclear fundamental frequencies,na and nb, and thei
linear combinations,ns and nd, in both t and T dimensions
One can see that while some terms in Eq. [5] depend on
t or T, the others depend on both time intervals and des
the phase correlations between the oscillations int and T

imensions. Equation [5] is symmetric with respect tot andT.
If one of these time intervals equals zero, Eq. [5] reduces t
usual expression for the two-pulse ESEEM. For example
T 5 0,

V~t! 5 1 2 ~k/ 2!@1 2 ca 2 cb 1 1
2~cd 1 cs!#. [6]

The expression for the ESEEM in the 2D four-pulse te
nique (9) (the pulse sequencep/ 2–t–p/ 2–T–p–T–p/ 2–t–
echo), which, following the authors of Ref. (9), is referred to
as “2D-CP” (“CP” stands for “combination peak”) and d
cussed in this section in parallel with the RP ESEEM, ma
written as
l as
the
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V~t, T! } 1 2
k

4 H 3 2 ca 2 cb 2 ca9 2 cb9 2 ca1a9

2 cb1b9 1
1 1 Î1 2 k

2
~2cd 1 cs9 1 ca1b9

1 cb1a9 2 ca1s9 1 cd1a9 2 cb1s9

1 cd2b9 1 cs1s9) 1
1 2 Î1 2 k

2

3 ~2cs 1 cd9 1 ca2b9 1 cb2a9 2 ca1d9

1 cs1a9 2 cb2d9 1 cs1b9 1 cd1d9!J , [7]

where the primed arguments correspond to the time intervT.
One has to note that Eqs. [5] and [7] and Eqs. [8] and [9]

below) are valid for the case of weak hfi (ua iso 1 TZZu , 2n I).
In the case of strong hfi (ua iso 1 TZZu . 2n I) the factors (11
=1 2k)/ 2 and (12 =1 2 k)/ 2 should be interchanged.

A natural way to perform the RP and 2D-CP ESEEM
periments is to acquire a 2D data set,t vs T. The Fourie
transformation (FT) of the 2D time-domain data will prod
a 2D spectrum with the positions of various lines evident f
Eqs. [5] and [7]. As an example, Figs. 2 and 3 show

FIG. 2. The positions and intensities of various lines in the 2D spect
RP ESEEM (a) and 2D-CP ESEEM (b). The diagrams correspond to a w
coupled (ua iso 1 TZZu , 2n I) nucleus withI 5 1

2 in an oriented system (wi
nspecified orientation). Black circles denote the lines with intensities pr

ional tok. Gray circles denote the lines with intensities proportional tok(1 1
1 2 k). White circles show the lines with intensities proportional tok(1 2

=1 2 k). The horizontal axis corresponds to the FT alongt. The vertical axi
corresponds to the FT alongT.
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283REFOCUSED PRIMARY ESEEM
intensities of various lines in RP and 2D-CP ESEEM spect
an oriented system with a single nucleus, expected in situa
of weak and strong hfi, respectively. One can see from Eq
and [7] and Figs. 2 and 3 that, apart from the permutatio
harmonics, the 2D spectra of RP and 2D-CP ESEEM
similar and differ only in intensities of various lines.

Before considering the simulated and experimental 2D s
tra, we have to describe notations and data processing u
this work. The horizontal (n) and vertical (n9) frequency axe
in the 2D spectra correspond to the FTs alongt and T,
respectively. The 2D spectra were obtained in two step
performing separate FTs for each time manifold. Before
FT, the nonoscillating background was subtracted from
time-domain data in the corresponding time manifold. T
processing resulted in a suppression of the spectrum
situated alongn at n9 5 0 and alongn9 at n 5 0, but retaine
the features correlating different harmonics we were m
interested in. The frequency positions of the 2D spectrum
are given in the (n, n9) format. The correlation assignments
given in parentheses, with the symbolsa, b, s, andd standing
for na, nb, ns, andnd, respectively.

Let us now briefly discuss the spectra in a disordered sy
igures 4a and 4b show the (11) quadrants of the spectra
P and 2D-CP ESEEMs, respectively, calculated for
eakly coupled proton withn I 5 8 MHz, a iso 5 0 MHz, and

T' 5 23 MHz (whereT' is the perpendicular component
the axial anisotropic hfi tensor). The (21) quadrants are n
shown because most of the lines contributing there are
weak due to the amplitude factor proportional to 12

FIG. 3. The positions and intensities of various lines in the 2D spect
RP ESEEM (a) and 2D-CP ESEEM (b). The diagrams correspond to a st
coupled (ua iso 1 TZZu . 2n I) nucleus withI 5 1

2 in an oriented system (wi
nspecified orientation). Notations are the same as those in Fig. 2.
of
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=1 2 k. The only line that has an amplitude proportiona
1 1 =1 2 k is the (d, a) line in 2D-CP spectrum (see F
2b). However, the amplitude of this line is small because o
large width of 3uT'u in then manifold (twice that of the (a, b)
and (b, a) correlation lines). Besides, because of a very
frequency in then manifold, this line is suppressed as a re
of the time-domain background subtraction.

The structure of spectra in the (11) quadrants is easi
understood from comparison with Fig. 2. The intersec
diagonal ridges centered at a frequency of about (8.3, 8.3)
are the (a, b) and (b, a) correlations. The narrow peak loca
on the main diagonal at about (16.6, 16.6) MHz is the (s, s)
correlation. The pair of ridges situated atn9 ' 16.6 MHz and

xtending almost parallel to then axis are the (a, s) and (b, s)
correlations. These lines are similar in both types of spect
addition, the RP ESEEM spectrum shows a pair of ridge
n 5 16.6 MHz oriented approximately parallel to then9 axis.
These are the (s, a) and (s, b) correlation lines.

It is important to note that RP ESEEM exhibits virtually z
dead time along thet coordinate, whereas in the 2D-C
method the zero dead time axis isT. Thus, in the RP ESEE
spectra the dead time will have a greater influence on the
extended along then9 axis, while in the 2D-CP method t
lines extended along then axis will suffer the most. As a
example, Figs. 4c and 4d show the spectra of RP and 2
ESEEM, respectively, calculated with the dead timet d 5 200

FIG. 4. The calculated 2D spectra of RP ESEEM (a, c, e) and 2D
ESEEM (b, d, f) in an orientationally disordered system. The calculati
performed for a weakly coupled nucleus withI 5 1

2, n I 5 8 MHz, a iso 5 0
Hz, andT' 5 23 MHz. In panels (a) and (b) the dead timet d equals zero

n panels (c) and (d)t d 5 200 ns along time axesT andt, respectively. Pane
e) and (f) are the same as the respective panels (c) and (d), but withT'

value being Gaussian-distributed around23 MHz, with the distribution width
of 1 MHz between the maximum slope points.
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284 ASTASHKIN AND RAITSIMRING
ns (a typical value for our S/C band experiments) along
appropriate axes as discussed above. One can see th
intensity of the (a, s) and (b, s) lines in the 2D-CP spectra h
decreased considerably relative to the original one and to
in the RP ESEEM spectrum (c). The situation here is sav
some extent by the fact that the harmonics correspondi
spectrum singularities exhibit long decay times and sur
even after considerable dead time (1).

In many actual systems, however, the spectrum singula
can be much less pronounced because of the distributi
hyperfine interactions associated with some structural diso
This will result in a greater suppression of the (a, s) and (b, s)
correlation lines in 2D-CP spectra and may easily render
unobservable. This is illustrated in Figs. 4e and 4f represe
the spectra of RP and 2D-CP ESEEM, respectively, calcu
with t d 5 200 ns and with hfi parameters similar to those u
above. The only difference consisted in introducing a Gau
distribution ofT' around the central value of23 MHz with the
width between the maximum slope points of 1 MHz. One
see that the (a, s) and (b, s) correlation lines in Fig. 4f ar
barely discernible (same as the (s, a) and (s, b) lines in Fig.
4e), while in Fig. 4e they are clearly visible.

The dead time of 200 ns used in the calculations pres
in Figs. 4c–4f is typical for our ESEEM experiments at
mw frequencies (S and C bands). At higher mw frequen
considerably shorter (two to three times in the X band) in
mental dead time can be achieved for the same quality fac
the resonator. Therefore, the influence of the dead time o
appearance of the 2D spectra of RP and 2D-CP ESEE
high-frequency bands will be generally less noticeable.

The RP and 2D-CP ESEEM spectra simulated for a stro
coupled nucleus withn I 5 1.5 MHz,a iso 5 12 MHz, andT' 5
21 MHz (with these parameters it could be15N ligand to the
paramagnetic metal ion as observed in the X band)
disordered system are shown in Fig. 5. The most intense
in these spectra correspond to (a, b) and (b, a) correlations
(diagonal ridges in the (21) quadrant), (a, s) and (s, a)
orrelations (horizontal and vertical ridges in the (21) quad-

rant), (b, s) and (s, b) correlations (horizontal and vertic
ridges in the (11) quadrant), and the (s, s) correlation (nar
row peak on the main diagonal of the (11) quadrant). Due t
he self-suppression effect (see the Appendix), the (a, a) and
(b, b) correlation lines situated on the main diagonal of
11) quadrant in Figs. 4 and 5 are barely discernible in s

of the fact that their amplitude is proportional tok (see Eqs. [5
and [7] and Figs. 2 and 3).

In the 2D spectra shown in Figs. 4 and 5 the lines situ
alongn at n9 5 0 and alongn9 at n 5 0 were suppressed by t
ime-domain background subtraction in order to avoid dist
ng the attention from the correlation lines. Now we w
onsider the spectra atn 5 0 and atn9 5 0 as usual 1D spect

along n9 and n, respectively. Clearly, it is most interesti
to consider the spectra corresponding to the zero dead
manifold.
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In RP ESEEM the zero dead time manifold ist, and the 1D
spectrum we will discuss corresponds to the slice of the
spectrum situated atn9 5 0. This slice is obtained by integr
ion of Eq. [5] overT. To a good approximation (at least, wh
he periods of all harmonics are shorter than the integr
nterval), the integration will result in the averaging of
armonics containingT to zero. Equation [5] in this ca
educes to

V~t! 5 1 2
k

4 F3 2 ca 2 cb 1
1 1 Î1 2 k

2
cd

1
1 2 Î1 2 k

2
csG [8]

which resembles the usual expression for the primary ES
(Eq. [6]), but contains thens andnd harmonics scaled with th
additional factors depending onk. For k3 0 the contribution
of ns to Eq. [8] becomes small. This feature is extremely us
for suppressing thens lines of distant protons (k ! 1) and
evealing thens lines of close protons that may be poo

resolved in the usual primary ESEEM spectrum. For the l
protons the modulation amplitude factork ; 1 may be easil

chieved by selecting the resonance conditions (the opera
w frequency and magnetic fieldB0) as to mutually compen-

sate nuclear Zeeman and hyperfine interactions.

FIG. 5. The calculated 2D spectra of RP ESEEM (a) and 2D-CP ES
(b) in an orientationally disordered system. The calculation is performed
strongly coupled nucleus withI 5 1

2, n I 5 1.5 MHz,a iso 5 12 MHz, andT' 5
1 MHz. The dead timet d equals zero. The left and right panels represen

(21) and (11) quadrants, respectively.
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285REFOCUSED PRIMARY ESEEM
In the 2D-CP technique the zero dead time coordinateT.
Integrating Eq. [7] overt we obtain the ESEEM that w
correspond to the slice of the 2D spectrum atn 5 0:

V~T! 5 1 2
k

4 F3 2 ca9 2 cb9 1
1 2 Î1 2 k

2
cd9

1
1 1 Î1 2 k

2
cs9G . [9]

As follows from Eq. [9], the integrated 2D-CP ESEEM pr
tically does not change the amplitudes of thens harmonics o
distant protons but efficiently suppresses theirnd harmonics
All these features are demonstrated in Fig. 6, where integ
spectra of the RP and 2D-CP ESEEM are compared
conventional two-pulse ESEEM at various magnitudes o
perfine interactions.

Figure 7 gives an example of the spectra obtained from
integrated RP and 2D-CP ESEEM in the case of a disord
system consisting of a pool of distant matrix protons (app
imated by 30 protons at a distance of 5 Å from the unpaire
electron) and a single close proton witha iso 5 0 MHz and
T' 5 23 MHz. The proton Zeeman frequency in th
calculations was 8 MHz. Trace 1 in Fig. 7 is a cosine
spectrum of usual primary ESEEM calculated with zero d

FIG. 6. Calculated spectra of primary ESEEM, RP ESEEM integr
over T, and 2D-CP ESEEM integrated overt for a proton withn I 5 8 MHz
anda iso 5 0 MHz in a disordered system. The anisotropic hfi valuesT' are
20.632 MHz (a, b),23 MHz (c, d), and26 MHz (e, f). The dead time is equ
to zero. Shaded traces, the spectra of the integrated RP ESEEM (a, c,
integrated 2D-CP ESEEM (b, d, f). Traces without filling, the spectr
primary ESEEM. AsT' 5 20.63 MHz corresponds to the electron–pro

istance of about 5 Å, panel (a) models the RP ESEEM of distant m
rotons and demonstrates a practically complete suppression of thens har-

monic in this situation.
-

ed
th
-

e
ed
-

d

time. Shaded trace 2 in the same figure is a spectrum o
integrated RP ESEEM. The total time interval used for the
was 2 ms in both cases, which approximates the transv
relaxation timeT2 typical for organic radicals and many lo
spin metal-centered paramagnetic sites at cryogenic tem
tures. One can see that in the primary ESEEM spectrum
shifted ns line due to the close proton manifests itself a
shoulder at the high-frequency side of the much more int
ns line of the distant protons situated at 2n I 5 16 MHz. In the
spectrum of the integrated RP ESEEM, however, the situ
is opposite. The matrixns line is considerably suppressed a
that due to the close proton is clearly visible.

Trace 3 in Fig. 7 is a cosine FT spectrum of the integr
2D-CP ESEEM. The total time interval used for the FT (g
erally determined by the longitudinal relaxation timeT1) was 5
ms. This spectrum shows that the increase in the time-do
record length also allows one to separate thens lines due to th
close and distant protons and represents an example of a
resolution-enhancement approach.

The position of thens line in the spectra can be used
determine the anisotropic hfi of the nuclei in the vicinity of
unpaired electron (see Eq. [13] below). Figure 7 demonst
that both RP and 2D-CP ESEEM methods allow one to s
rate thens line due to close nuclei from that arising due
distant matrix protons. In the first case this separation is b
on the amplitude suppression of the matrixns line. In the
second case it is achieved by extending the registration in
T and compressing the matrixns line in the frequency domai

In previous examples (see Fig. 6) we have variedT' in order
o change the ESEEM amplitude factork. Another way to

FIG. 7. Calculated spectra of primary ESEEM (trace 1), RP ESE
integrated overT (shaded trace 2), and 2D-CP ESEEM integrated overt (trace
3) for 30 protons witha iso 5 0 MHz andT' 5 20.632 MHz(corresponds t

distance of 5 Å) and 1 proton witha iso 5 0 MHz andT' 5 23 MHz in a
disordered system. The proton Zeeman frequency isn I 5 8 MHz. The tota
time-domain data length was 2ms for traces 1 and 2, and 5ms for trace 3. Th
dashed line shows the position of the double Zeeman frequency of pro
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286 ASTASHKIN AND RAITSIMRING
changek is by adjusting the mw carrier frequency accom
nied by a proportional change of the resonant magnetic
B0. In this way one can always achieve a condition whe
least, for part of the orientations of a paramagnetic cente
hyperfine interaction of close protons at one of the elec
spin manifolds is compensated by their Zeeman intera
(e.g., for purely anisotropic hfi it can be expressed asun Iu #
uT'u), resulting in a resonance-like increase of the ampli
factor k (see Eq. [4]). At the same time, the distant ma
protons will still be far from the cancellation condition a
their amplitude factork will be small. Thus, the variation of th
operational frequency of the pulsed EPR spectrometer pro
a means for controlling the relative intensities of the
combination lines due to close and distant nuclei in the
ESEEM technique. Of course, the increase of the rel
intensity of the ESEEM due to close protons at Zeema
cancellation will take place in all ESEEM techniques, but
thens lines in RP ESEEM it is much more pronounced du
the nonlinear dependence of their amplitudes onk.

To complete the comparison of the RP and 2D-CP ESE
et us consider the intensities of the ESE signals in t
echniques. For simplicity, we will assume the nominal
ngles in RP ESE to be 90°, 180°, and 180° and the puls
D-CP ESE to be 90°, 90°, 180°, and 90°. All the 90° pu
ill be assumed to have the same amplitudev1 and durationt p.

The 180° pulses also will have the same amplitudeṽ1 and
durationt̃ p. The general expressions for the ESE amplitude
the RP (VRP) and 2D-CP (V4p) methods then can be written

VRP 5
v1

vN

ṽ 1
4

ṽ N
4 sin~vNtp!sin4S ṽNt̃p

2 D
V4p 5

v 1
3

2v N
3

ṽ 1
2

ṽ N
2 sin3~vNtp!sin2S ṽNt̃p

2 D , [10]

where vN 5 =v1
2 1 Dv2 and ṽN 5 =ṽ1

2 1 Dv2 are the
nutation frequencies during the 90° and 180° pulses, re
tively. The expression forVRP directly follows from Eq. [2] and
that for V4p is obtained in a similar way using the dens
matrix formalism. If all the mw pulses have the same am
tude (ṽ1 5 v1, t̃ p 5 2t p), then

VRP 5 2V4p 5
v 1

5

v N
5 sin5~vNtp!. [11]

he amplitude of the RP ESE signal in this case is two t
reater than that of the 2D-CP ESE signal.
In practice for HYSCORE and four-pulse ESEEM exp
ents it is customary to use the 180° pulse with the ampl
s high as possible to maximize the magnetization inversio

he third pulse. For simplicity, we will now consider t
imiting situation of ideal (infinitely short) 180° pulses. Eq
ions [10] then reduce to
-
ld
at
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e
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VRP 5
v1

vN
sin~vNtp!; V4p 5

v 1
3

2v N
3 sin3~vNtp!. [12]

o obtain the spin echo intensities one has to integrate
12] over Dv with a statistical weight as given by the E
lineshapeG(Dv). For a usual (when dealing with solid dis
dered samples) situation of a broad EPR spectrum we
approximateG(Dv) by a constant. The integration then res
in VRP/V4p ' 2.28. For nonideal 180° pulses the ratioVRP/V4p

will be between these two limiting values, 2 (obtained from
[11]) and 2.28.

Finally, all unwanted echoes in the RP ESE method (see
1) are eliminated by the four-step phase cycle shown in T
1, and the intensity of modulation relative to the nonoscilla
term can be obtained in the same simple manner as in a pr
echo. The situation is different in the 2D-CP ESE, where
detected signal is a sum of the inverted stimulated echo
carrier of the four-pulse ESEEM) and the usual stimulated
arising from nonresonant spins that are not inverted by the
pulse. These two signals cannot be separated by phase c
As a result, the determination of the intensity of the four-p
ESEEM relative to the nonoscillating termof the four-puls
echoin the 2D-CP technique becomes quite complicated18)

nd inaccurate. Therefore, for all practical purposes, a
mportant advantage of the ESEEM spectroscopy, namel
ossibility to determine the number of nuclei interacting w

he unpaired electron, is lost with 2D-CP. Also, it see
ppropriate to note here that though the remote-detectio
lementation of HYSCORE (8) (a method closely related
D-CP) exhibits zero dead time and lacks the blind spo
uffers from the same problem as the 2D-CP method an
ractice, does not allow one to accurately determine the
er of nuclei contributing to the ESEEM.
A disadvantage of the RP ESE method as compared

D-CP is its low frequency resolution limited by the transv
elaxation along both time coordinates. In 2D-CP, the dec
he ESE signal along theT coordinate is governed by the mu
lower longitudinal relaxation, thus providing a high resolu
n then9 manifold. Therefore, if a high spectral resolution is
required, the RP ESEEM application seems to be prefe
because it facilitates a direct comparison between calcu
and experimental modulation amplitudes, thus giving the

TABLE 1
Phase Cycle for Eliminating Unwanted Echoes (P13, P23, and

S123 in Fig. 1) in the RP ESEEM Experiment

First pulse phase Second pulse phase Third pulse phase Op

0° 0° 0° 1
0° 180° 0° 1
0° 90° 0° 2
0° 270° 0° 2
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287REFOCUSED PRIMARY ESEEM
sibility of determining the number of nuclei contributing to
ESEEM. On the other hand, if spectral resolution is impor
the 2D-CP method may be preferable, especially if the nu
of nuclei contributing to the ESEEM is knowna priori. One
can also use both methods in a complementary fashion
ploying 2D-CP to obtain a highly resolved spectrum and
mate the hfi parameters, and RP ESEEM to estimate
number of nuclei.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results presented here are only aim
demonstrate the key features of the 2D implementation o
RP ESEEM technique. Therefore, in the examples below
will refrain from detailed spectroscopic analysis, stressing
the observability of the spectral features due to close pro
and giving simple estimates of the coupling values.

1. Radical TEMPO in glassy toluene solution.Figure 8b
shows a 2D spectrum of the RP ESEEM for the frozen gl
solution of the nitroxide radical TEMPO in toluene. To prov
better resolution of thens spectral region, this experiment w

erformed at a relatively low mw carrier frequency of 5.
Hz and at the magnetic fieldB0 5 193 mT corresponding

he maximum of the field-sweep ESE spectrum (not sho
he spectrum in Fig. 8b is similar to the simulated spectru
ig. 4e. The only qualitative difference between them is

FIG. 8. ESEEM spectra of the stable nitroxide radical TEMPO in tolu
obtained atnmw 5 5.405 GHz andB0 5 193 mT. (a) Traces 1 and 2, t

agnitude and cosine FT spectra of the primary ESEEM, respectively.
, the spectrum of the RP ESEEM integrated overT. The relative scaling of th

primary and RP ESEEM spectra is arbitrary. (b) 2D spectrum of the
ESEEM.
t,
er

m-
i-
he

to
e
e

ly
ns

sy
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in
t

the experimental spectrum in Fig. 8b is contributed not onl
close protons of the methyl groups but also by the pool of m
weakly coupled protons from solvent and the radical itself.
latter protons give rise to four peaks located at (8.2, 8.2) M
(8.2 MHz is the Zeeman frequency of protons atB0 5 193
mT) corresponding to the (a, b) and (b, a) correlations, at (8.2
16.4) MHz corresponding to the (a, s) and (b, s) correlations
at (16.4, 8.2) MHz corresponding to the (s, a) and (s, b)
correlations, and at (16.4, 16.4) MHz corresponding to ths,
s) correlation.

The ridges oriented perpendicular to the main diagonal i
vicinity of (n I, n I) are the (a, b) and (b, a) correlation lines o
the close methyl protons. In addition, these protons give ri
a ridge atn9 ' 17.05 MHz extending alongn from about 8
MHz up to about 10.5 MHz. This ridge is similar to that in F
4e and corresponds to the (a, s) and (b, s) correlations. Sam
as in Fig. 4e, the lines (s, a) and (s, b) are suppressed by t
dead time (t d ' 300 ns) along theT coordinate. Finally, th
peak at (17.2, 17.2) MHz is a (s, s) correlation line of th
methyl protons. It has been shown (19) that in a disordere
system

ns < 2n I 1 T'
2 / 2n I. [13]

Thus, fromns ' 17.2 MHz the anisotropic hfi valueT' '
23.6 MHz can be estimated (the negative sign is chosen
physical considerations).

Figure 8a shows the modulus and cosine FT spectra o
usual primary ESEEM (traces 1 and 2, respectively). Trace
the cosine FT of the integrated (overT) RP ESEEM. One ca
see that while the primary ESEEM spectra, due to the
dead time (t d ' 200 ns), do not show any broad lines,
pectrum of the integrated RP ESEEM shows clearly not
he fundamental lines of the methyl protons, but also
ifference combination line situated at the frequencies bel
Hz. As predicted by our theoretical analysis, the sum c
ination line due to the distant matrix protons in the spec
f the integrated RP ESEEM is considerably suppresse
ompared with the spectrum of the primary ESEEM. The b
eak with positive amplitude situated symmetrically with
pect to the proton Zeeman frequency is due to the fundam
requencies of the methyl protons. The half-height width of
eak is about 3.2 MHz and correlates with theT' value
stimated above.
Thus, the RP ESEEM spectra of TEMPO demonstrate a

eatures of this technique discussed above under Theory
D spectra have shown the suppression of the matrixns line

and the drastic reduction of the dead time, making possib
direct observation of the fundamental and difference com
tion lines of the methyl protons. In 2D spectra the (a, s) and
(b, s) correlations were observed, showing the potential o
RP ESEEM technique for facilitating the interpretation of
spectra of paramagnetic centers with unknown structure.
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288 ASTASHKIN AND RAITSIMRING
For comparison, Fig. 9b shows the 2D spectrum obta
using the 2D-CP method. This spectrum is similar to
obtained by the RP ESE method (Fig. 8b), but the (a, s)/(b, s)
correlation region shows only one line slightly shifted from
2n I position in then9 manifold. This line is obviously contrib-
uted by the (a, s) and (b, s) lines from both distant matrix an
close methyl protons, the latter being somewhat suppress
the dead time of about 200 ns (see calculations presen
Fig. 4). Besides, the (a, 2a) and (b, 2b) correlation line
(mainly those due to the distant matrix protons) from the u
stimulated echo (see Ref. (9)) contribute to this region. Th
resulting feature at the (n I, 2n I) position in the 2D spectru
does not allow one to distinguish with certainty the (a, s)/(b,
s) correlation due to the methyl protons.

Figure 9a shows the spectrum of the integrated (alont)
D-CP ESEEM. In agreement with the theoretical results

n contrast to the spectrum of the integrated RP ESEEM
a), thend line is now completely suppressed and thens lines

due to matrix and close methyl protons have a conside
intensity.

2. Mo(V) center in sulfite oxidase.Recently (20) the co-
rdination environment of the Mo(V) center of chicken li
ulfite oxidase in H2O and D2O solutions has been inves-

gated. The solutions were buffered at pH 9.5 with;100 mM
ris-type buffer, which resulted in the so-called high-pH fo
f the enzyme. In D2O solution, the ESEEM data definitive

indicated the presence of a deuteron close to the Mo(V) ce
which was ascribed to an OD (in protonated samples
group coordinated to the Mo(V) ion. However, all attempt

FIG. 9. 2D-CP ESEEM spectra of the stable nitroxide radical TEMP
toluene obtained atnmw 5 5.387 GHz andB0 5 191.8 mT. (a) Thecosine FT
pectrum of the 2D-CP ESEEM integrated overt. (b) 2D spectrum of th

2D-CP ESEEM.
d
t

by
in

al

d
g.

le

er,
)

o

directly observe a corresponding nearby proton in H2O solu-
tion were unsuccessful. These attempts included both four
two-pulse experiments at various operational mw freque
in the range of 8–16 GHz. It was hypothesized that the ne
proton was not directly observable because it does not oc
a unique position with respect to the Mo(V) center, and
gives rise to a statistical distribution of hfi parameters. Su
distribution could well result in a substantial decrease in
intensity of the proton lines in the ESEEM spectra.

The range of the operational frequenciesnmw from 8 to 16
GHz used in Ref. (20) has been limited by the possibilities
he pulsed EPR spectrometer available at that time. Sinc
ell known that the largest ESEEM amplitudes are achiev

he cancellation of hyperfine and Zeeman interactions, it
lear that optimal mw frequencies for observing the c
roton in sulfite oxidase should be considerably lower,

ween 3.2 and 6 GHz, as estimated from the parameters
ined in the experiments with a D2O-buffered sample (20). It

recently became possible for us to perform experiments
sulfite oxidase in this low-frequency range with the const
tion of a new pulsed EPR spectrometer (15). At first, we
performed measurements atnmw 5 3.6 GHz, but we did not g

nough resolution between fundamental and sum combin
ines. Therefore, we repeated the experiments atnmw 5 5.404
GHz (B0 5 197 mT corresponding to the maximum of

o(V) field-sweep spectrum in sulfite oxidase) and obta
he spectra presented in Figs. 10 and 11.

Figure 10 shows a 2D spectrum of the RP ESEEM of Mo
n sulfite oxidase. The features dominating the 2D spec

ostly belong to distant matrix protons (the (a, b) and (b, a)
lines at about (8.4, 8.4) MHz, the (a, s) and (b, s) lines a
about (8.4, 16.8) MHz, the (s, a) and (s, b) lines at (16.8, 8.4
MHz, and the (s, s) line at about (16.8, 16.8) MHz). Th
expected lines due to the close proton are much more b
weak, and practically hidden in the background noise. H
ever, the cosine and modulus FT spectra of the integrate
ESEEM (traces 1 and 3 in Fig. 11, respectively) show

FIG. 10. 2D spectrum of the RP ESEEM of Mo(V) ion in a high-pH fo
of sulfite oxidase obtained atnmw 5 5.404 GHz andB0 5 197 mT.
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289REFOCUSED PRIMARY ESEEM
nicely the presence of the close proton(s). For compariso
cosine and magnitude spectra of the usual primary ESEEM
shown in Fig. 11 by traces 2 and 4, respectively.

The shaded areas in the spectra in Fig. 11 show the ran
the ns lines (including some extra area below the 2n I position
to account for the finite linewidth). One can see that the m
ns line (peaking at 2n I ' 16.78 MHz) clearly visible in th
primary ESEEM spectra is almost completely suppressed
RP ESEEM spectra. On the other hand, the RP ESEEM sp
show a broadns feature due to the OH proton extending fr
2 n I to the higher frequencies of up to 20.5 MHz, with

aximum at about 19.9 MHz. Substituting the position of
aximum into Eq. [13], we can estimate the anisotropic

onstantT' ' 27.2 MHz. However, the great width of thens

line shows that the anisotropic hfi value is distributed ra
than unique. Thus, the estimatedT' constant may be consi-
ered as being close to the upper limit of possibleT' values in
this distribution. This estimate agrees with that done in
(20) (T' ' 21.24 MHz for thedeuteron in the OD group) b
is obtained very simply, without performing any numer
simulations.

The fundamental lines of the OH proton are observe
broad features situated in the frequency range from about
about 12.5 MHz, symmetrically with respect ton I ' 8.39

Hz, and are in a good correspondence with the estim
nisotropic hfi value. In addition, a pair of poorly resol
houlders of the fundamental matrix line at frequencie
bout 7–7.2 and 9.6–9.8 MHz indicates a contribution
roton(s) withT' ' 2(2.6–2.8) MHz.Apart from the OH
roton, there is only one possible source of close protons
o center of sulfite oxidase, namely, theb-methylene group o

the cysteine residue coordinated to the Mo ion (21). The

FIG. 11. ESEEM spectra of Mo(V) ion in a high-pH form of sulfi
oxidase obtained atnmw 5 5.404 GHz andB0 5 197 mT. Traces 1 and
cosine and modulus FT spectra of the RP ESEEM integrated overT, respec
ively. Traces 2 and 4, cosine and modulus FT spectra of the primary ES
he dashed line shows the position of the double Zeeman frequency of p
he
re

of

ix

he
tra

s
fi

r

f.

l

s
to

ed

f
a

he

distance of about 3.16 0.1 Å obtained from the above val
of T' closely corresponds to the conceivable distance from
to the methylene protons of the cysteine residue. Therefor
will tentatively assign the spectral features mentioned abo
the b-methylene protons of the cysteine.

In the magnitude spectrum of the usual primary ESE
(trace 4 in Fig. 11) all spectral features of the close proton
much less pronounced because of the dead time of abou
ns. Comparison with trace 3 shows that the fundamental
due to the close protons observed in trace 4 are mostly
ascribed to theb-methylene group of the cysteine ligand a
characterized by relatively weak anisotropic hfi. In the co
FT spectrum (trace 2 in Fig. 11) the lines due to the c
protons are very difficult to trace because of the distort
introduced by the linear phase correction. Thend line clearly
visible in the spectrum of the integrated RP ESEEM of
nitroxide radical (trace 3 in Fig. 8a) is not easily observe
Fig. 11. Given the estimated value of anisotropic hfi in su
oxidaseT' ' 27.2 MHz, this line is expected to occupy
frequency range from zero to about 14 MHz and is mo
hidden under the fundamental lines. Thend lines due to the OH
and cysteine protons thus manifest themselves as the ne
features surrounding the fundamental lines due to the OH p
in the spectrum of the integrated RP ESEEM (trace 1 in Fig.

A detailed investigation of Mo(V) in sulfite oxidase utilizi
RP ESEEM including additional measurements at various
sitions of the anisotropic EPR spectrum and variation o
operation frequency, simulations of the ESEEM spectra,
the verification of the assignment of certain spectral featur
the cysteine protons is in progress.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented the theory and experim
implementation of the refocused primary ESEEM, which,
ing formally introduced earlier by Gruppet al. (12) as a zer

ead time variety of the primary ESE, now virtually emerge
new 2D ESEEM technique. This method introduces cor

ions between various modulation harmonics, thus impro
he informativity of the conventional primary ESEEM. We a
ound that integration of 2D time-domain data along one
oordinate produces spectra with a nonlinear response
odulation amplitude factork, which is used for substant

suppression of the sum combination line of weakly cou
protons. We demonstrated that this property of RP ESE
combined with elimination of the dead time and with adj
ment of the modulation amplitude by means of variation o
operational frequency is very useful for detection of weak
broad lines of close protons featuring strong and, poss
distributed anisotropic hfi. This technique is practical to a
for solving structural problems related to the close lig
protons in metalloenzymes that are not demanding in sp
resolution, but require a substantial suppression of pr
background lines arising from the protein backbone.

M.
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290 ASTASHKIN AND RAITSIMRING
APPENDIX

1. Shapes of the (a, s), (b, s), (s, a), and (s, b)
Correlation Lines

The (a, s) and (b, s) harmonics in Fig. 4 have a grea
intensity toward the high-frequency end of thena andnb lines,
respectively. To understand this, we have to take into acc
that one of the factors influencing the amplitude of, e.g., tha,
s) correlation line is the value of the derivativena/ns. It has

een shown (1) that

ns < 2n I 1 B2/4n I, [A1.1]

whereB2 5 TZX
2 1 TZY

2 . Using Eq. [A1.1], we can derive

na/ns } na/~B2!}@1 1 sign~T'!sign~u 2 p/4!

3 ~2n I 1 T'/ 2!/~9T'
2 /4 2 B2! 1/ 2]/na,

[A1.2]

whereu [ [0, p/2] is the angle between the main axis of
axial hfi tensor and the direction of the static magnetic fieldB0.
Equation [A1.1] shows thatuna/nsu is minimal atB2 5 0,
which correspond tou 5 0 andp/2. Of these two minima, th
one corresponding to the greaterna is deeper, which results
an enhancement of the (a, s) correlation line toward th
high-frequency end of the anisotropicna transition as observed
Fig. 4. Similar considerations apply to the (b, s) correlation line

. Self-suppression Effect for Broad Correlation Lines

Let us model a modulation harmonic corresponding
wo-frequency correlation by an exponentially damping co
unction,

U~t, T! 5 exp@2a~t 1 T!#cos~vtt 1 vTT!, [A2.1]

herea describes the damping of the harmonic, for simpli
taken similar in thet and T manifolds. Fourier transformin
U(t, T), we obtain

Re@UFT~v, v9!#

}
1 2 ~vt 2 v!~vT 2 v9!/a 2

@1 1 ~vt 2 v! 2/a 2#@1 1 ~vT 2 v9! 2/a 2#

Im@UFT~v, v9!#

}
~vt 2 v 1 vT 2 v9!/a

@1 1 ~vt 2 v! 2/a 2#@1 1 ~vT 2 v9! 2/a 2#
, [A2.2]

herev 5 2pn andv9 5 2pn9 are the frequencies correspo
ng to thet andT manifolds, respectively. The integration o
t andT is performed in the limits from 0 to1`.
nt

a
e

Equation [A2.2] describes the line centered at (v t, vT), with
the Lorentzian shape of the slices alongv at v9 5 vT and
along v9 at v 5 vt. We will be interested, however, in t
shape of the slices along the diagonal (Dv 5 Dv9) and antidi
agonal (Dv 5 2Dv9) of the 2D spectrum. To avoid confusio

ote that under Theory the antidiagonalv 5 2v9 in the (21)
quadrant of the 2D spectrum was referred to as a main dia
of that quadrant.

Let us consider the diagonal slice withv 5 vt 1 dv andv9
5 vT 1 dv, wheredv is a frequency offset along the diago
from the line maximum. Equation [A2.2] then reduces to

Re@UFT~dv!# }
1 2 ~dv/a! 2

@1 1 ~dv/a! 2# 2

Im@UFT~dv!# }
dv/a

@1 1 ~dv/a! 2# 2 . [A2.3]

Equation [A2.3] shows that the real part of the diagonal s
has a positive (as we assumed the amplitude of the modu
harmonic in Eq. [A2.1] to be positive) maximum and nega
wings. The sign change occurs atudvu 5 a and the maximum
negative amplitude attained in the wings atudvu 5 =3a is 21

8.
As an example, Figs. A1c and A1d show, respectively

real and imaginary parts of the (11) quadrant of the 2D
spectrum calculated fornt 5 vn/2p 5 8 MHz, nT 5 vT/ 2p 5
12 MHz, anda 5 2 ms21. The solid lines in Figs. A1a and A1
represent the diagonal slices of the 2D spectrum along
straight lines in Figs. A1c and A1d. These lineshapes
described by Eq. [A2.3]. The calibration of then axis corre
sponding to this calculation is shown at the bottom of e
panel in Fig. A1.

The above calculation was performed with sampling
intervalsDt andDT equal to 0.02ms, resulting in the Nyquis
frequency of 25 MHz. The calculation withnt 5 217 MHz,
nT 5 12 MHz, anda 5 2 ms21 and with similar samplin
intervals results in the (21) quadrant of the 2D spectru
being identical to the (11) quadrant of the spectrum describ
above. Therefore, Fig. A1 also corresponds to the (21) quad-
rant of the spectrum obtained in the second calculation a
diagonal and antidiagonal projections. The calibration of tn
axis corresponding to the second calculation is shown at th
of each panel in Fig. A1.

The amplitude in the wings of Re[UFT(dv)] is damping
relatively slowly, leading to

E
2`

`

Re@UFT~dv!#d~dv! 5 0. [A2.4]

The integral of Im[UFT] equals zero because this function
antisymmetric with respect todv. These integral properties
UFT have interesting consequences. If an anisotropic lin
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291REFOCUSED PRIMARY ESEEM
extended along the spectrum diagonal over a conside
frequency range, we may consider it to consist of an infi
number of infinitely closely situated “sublines” correspond
to different orientations of a paramagnetic center. The ind
ual shapes of all the “sublines” (Eq. [A2.3]) add up in suc
way as to diminish the inner part of the anisotropic line.
anisotropic line thus suppresses itself. This effect explain
small amplitude of the (a, a) and (b, b) harmonics in RP an

D-CP ESEEM spectra. It also shows that one can h
xpect to detect a broad (s, s) line in the case of distribute

anisotropic hfi.
For the antidiagonal slice withv 5 vt 2 dv and v9 5

vT 1 dv, we obtain

Re@UFT~dv!# }
1 1 ~dv/a! 2

@1 1 ~dv/a! 2# 2 5
1

1 1 ~dv/a! 2, [A2.5]

.e., a Lorentzian damping without any sign changes. A
ame time, for the antidiagonal slice, Im[UFT(dv)] 5 0. There-

FIG. A1. The spectra of the exponentially damping harmonic describ
q. [A2.1]. This figure simultaneously corresponds to two different cal

ions, one withnt 5 8 MHz, and the other one withnt 5 217 MHz. In both
alculationsnT 5 12 MHz,a 5 2 ms21, andDt 5 DT 5 0.02ms. In the cas

of the first calculation panels (c) and (d) represent, respectively, the re
imaginary parts of the (11) quadrant of the 2D spectrum. In the case of
second calculation, these panels correspond to the (21) quadrant. Panels (
and (b) show the diagonal (solid traces) and antidiagonal (dashed traces
of the spectra in panels (c) and (d), respectively. The diagonals and ant
nals, along which the slices are taken, are shown in panels (c) and (d) b
and dashed lines, respectively. Then-axis calibrations shown at the bottom

ach panel correspond to the first calculation (withnt 5 8 MHz). Then-axis
alibrations shown at the top of each panel correspond to the second c
ion (with nt 5 217 MHz).
ble
e

-
a
e
he

ly

e

fore, if the anisotropic line extends along the antidiagonal
(a, b) and (b, a) correlation lines), its amplitude is not su
pressed.
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